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Introduction

•
•

Building long time series of soil moisture (SM) is crucial for climate applications: goal of the ESA CCI for SM.
Active and passive microwave sensors can be used to estimate SM at coarse resolutions (∼ 40 km): ASCAT,
AMSR2, SMOS, SMAP, merged ESA CCI products.

What are the needs now and in the future ?
• An optimal spatial resolution for data assimilation into NWP models and reanalysis would be 5-10 km.
• Other applications in hydrology, agriculture and risk assessment require resolutions of ∼ 1 km.
What could be the solutions ?
• Downscaling coarse resolution (CR) data by merging them with higher resolution data estimated from
Synthetic Aperture Radar for instance (SAR): the merged SMAP+Sentinel-1 (S1) product
• SAR observations alone can be used to estimate SM at high resolution (HR): S1 SM product at 1-km from
Copernicus. The S2MP (Sentinel-1/2 Soil Moisture Product) algorithm also showed promising results in the
South of France (El Hajj M., 2017, 2018 & Bazzi et al., 2019).
In this context, S2MP was adapted to use S3 data in addition to S1 instead of S2 to estimate SM. The retrievals
were compared to several operational HR data sets and evaluated against in-situ data along with CR data sets
over 6 regions (South-West and South-East of France, Tunisia, North America, Spain and Australia).
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S2MP approach
The S2MP (Sentinel-1/2/3 Soil Moisture Product) algorithm

El Hajj M., Baghdadi N., Zribi M., et al. Synergic use of Sentinel-1 and Sentinel-2 images for operational soil moisture mapping at high
spatial resolution over agricultural areas. Remote Sensing, 2017.

NNs are trained using a synthetic database gathering
• SAR C-band backscattering coefficients in the VV and VH
polarizations considering
• Incidence angles from 20 to 45 degrees
• Surface roughness
• NDVI
• SM (as target)
This synthetic database is built using a Water Cloud Model
(Baghdadi et al., 2017) combined with an Integral Equation
Model (Baghdadi et al., 2006, 2011) that are specially modified
and optimized for this
application.
NNs were applied to a real database gathering backscattering
coefficients from S-1 and NDVI derived from S-2/3 optical
images over croplands and herbaceous vegetation.
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Regions
of study
6 areas of 100 x 100 km2
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Data
and methods
1. S2MPS1S2 and S2MPS1S3 were compared.
2. S2MPS1S2 was compared to 1-km resolution data sets over the six regions on a per pixel basis:
• SMAP/Sentinel-1 (SMAPS1) at 1-km resolution
• Copernicus Surface Soil Moisture (CoperSSM) at 1-km resolution (Sentinel-1 only)
• Copernicus Soil Water Index (CoperSWI) at 1-km resolution (ASCAT + Sentinel-1)
SSM and SWI data were scaled from indices to volumetric units (m3.m-3) using in-situ measurements as
reference within the 6 regions of study.
3. High resolution data sets were evaluated against in-situ measurements within the 6 regions along
with coarser resolution products:
• SMAP L3 (SMAPL3) product at 36-km resolution
• SMAP L3 Enhanced (SMAPL3E) product at 9-km resolution
• SMOS L3 (SMOSL3) at 25-km resolution
• SMOS Near Real Time (SMOSNRT) product at-15 km resolution
• ESA CCI Combined product (CCISM) at-25 km resolution
A downscaled version at 25-km of the high resolution data sets were also evaluated against in-situ data.
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Comparison between S2MPS1S2 and S2MPS1S3: R, STDD and bias
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S1S2 compared to the 1-km SM products
Bias:
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S1S2 compared to the 1-km SM products
STDD:
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S1S2 compared to the 1-km SM products
R:
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S1S2 with respect to in-situ measurements

S2MPS1S2*, CoperSSM*, CoperSWI* and
SMAPS1* stand for the S2MPS1S2,
CoperSSM, CoperSWI and SMAPSI data
sets downscaled at 25 km resolution,
respectively.
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 Hybrid methodology using Sentinel-1/Sentinel-2 for soil moisture estimation.
Nativel et al. 2022, Remote Sensing.
Several techniques are considered to estimate SM from SAR signals: machine learning, empirical models and
change detection methods. In this study, two approaches were tested using S1/S2 and in-situ measurements:
1. An improved change detection approach with vegetation consideration.
2. A combined change detection approach with a neural network algorithm.

Change detection
R = 0.58

Improved change detection
R = 0.63

S2MP
R = 0.57

S2MP using change detection
R = 0.79

Pearson correlation of the NN + change detection method with respect to in-situ data increases by 54% and 33%
compared to NN or change detection alone, respectively.
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Conclusion
Different approaches to estimate SM at 1-km resolution were evaluated inside and outside of the European
continent:
• Sentinel-only products: CoperSSM (indices) and S2MPS1S2/3 (SM)
• Merged products: CoperSWI (indices) and SMAPS1 (SM)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

S2MPS1S2 and S2MPS1S3 are in very good agreement (R ≥ 0.9, bias ≤ 0.04 m3.m−3 and STDD ≤ 0.03 m3.m−3).
Bias between S2MPS1S2 and the other HR can be strongly dry or wet (± 0.1 m3.m−3) inside a same region.
STDD between S2MPS1S2 and CoperSSM/SWI are lower than 0.06 m3.m−3 (0.1 m3.m−3 with SMAPS1).
S2MPS1S2 is better correlated to CoperSSM (R ~ 0.7/0.8) than CoperSWI and SMAPS1.
HR data sets do not show better performances against in-situ data than CR data sets (RCR >= RHR).
Higher performances of S2MPS1S2 algorithm using SM estimation from change detection as input

Perspectives
• Extending S2MPS1S2/3 to other land cover types.
• Providing HR SM data at global scale (benchmarking HR data sets and climate analysis) with comparable
spatial-temporal coverage than coarser resolution data sets such as SMOS, SMAP and ESA CCI.
• Madelon et al. In preparation.

